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Label of Origin:

MADE

T

Barriers to trade — language, education, buying
power — are fast disappearing. No longer is it so
important that a product was “Made in China,”
or Canada, or France. Labels of country of origin
have been largely a matter of semantics for years.
Now, with new trade agreements among nations,
the only label that might make sense

on

is “Made on Earth.”

EARTH

By Cesare R. Mainardi, Martin Salva and Muir Sanderson

HE WORLD OF

international opera-

changing the way business is being

had great success in using supply-

tions is changing. New markets are

conducted. The net result is a more in-

chain management techniques to in-

opening in China, Russia, India, East-

tegrated world in which companies

tegrate manufacturing, distribution,

ern Europe and South America. Re-

that can transform themselves into

marketing and sales. As a result, they

gional trade pacts are expanding in

global production networks can gain

have created substantial savings on

Europe, North America and Southeast

significant competitive advantages.

inventories and costs and have im-

Asia. New information technology is

Some companies have already

proved service. So far, however, these

...............................
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efforts have been predominantly re-

and insuring cooperation.

global production networks? The an-

gional. What is needed is a global net-

As Exhibit I illustrates, managing

swer, simply put, is to: 1) reduce over-

work, one that is more than a set of ex-

a global network that encompasses

all costs through economies of scale

port facilities serving international

the entire supply chain is quite differ-

and scope, 2) use these capabilities to

markets with similar products and

ent from merely having a set of re-

make new market entry cheaper, eas-

customers. Rather, a global network

gional operations around the world.

ier and more effective, and 3) speed

is a matrix of markets, warehouses
and factories in which decisions on
which product to send to which market from which factory are based on

Why should companies develop

the transfer of knowledge across the

...............................
EXHIBIT I
ELEMENTS OF A GLOBAL NETWORK

creating maximum value for the customer at minimum global costs.
Building a global production
network starts with developing consistent design principles and product specifications; restructuring
the company’s global footprint,
and managing common processes. It requires leveraging global
sources of supply; allocating
product to plants worldwide
based on economics and market requirements, and restructuring the organization with
modified incentives and performance measures, reporting relationships and communication mechanisms. It
means actively managing
differing customer specifications and balancing
production and demand
seamlessly across the
world. It involves recognizing and overcoming
the challenges imposed
by transportation costs,
tariffs and border restraints. It requires frictionless coordination
among units, with formal mechanisms for
sharing information

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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network and the entire enterprise.

not to be identified, but details of its

lows Caterpillar to monitor its distri-

strategies appear in “Case Study:

bution system and constantly evalu-

ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Turning an International Company

ate performance.

AND SCOPE

into a Global Production Network,”

Many

companies

have

already

achieved benefits of scale by pur-

NEW MARKET ENTRY

page 49.)
Companies without a global dis-

Companies that can effectively man-

chasing from a global supply base.

age their global supply chains will find

They have been able to substantially

entering new markets simpler and

reduce material acquisition costs and

cheaper. They can better understand

develop better and longer-term

the manufacturing and distribution

vendor partnerships by consol-

economics and balance them against

idating sources of supply and

local market requirements for differ-

leveraging the combined annu-

ent elements of the value chain.

al buy. Yet these same compa-

This will lead to better decisions

nies can gain even more by fully

about whether to install local

leveraging a global production net-

manufacturing and distribution

work — including rationalizing

capacity or to import. Subse-

the materials purchased on a

quently, the company can use

global basis by standardizing

its standardized global process-

products, components or sub-

es to develop capacity as

systems among regions.

rapidly and efficiently as

Global networks allow

possible.

companies to develop more
comprehensive
turing

and

Automotive compo-

manufac-

nent manufacturers have

distribution

been forced to do this

strategies that optimize cost and ser-

tribution network over-invest, over-

well. One example would be automo-

vice on a worldwide basis. In manu-

specialize and operate with ware-

bile seat systems. As vehicle manu-

facturing, this leads to capacity ration-

houses that are not properly sized or

facturers have installed assembly

alization (the closure of unnecessary

utilized. Often, this results in separate

plants around the world, the seat

facilities) or rational expansion (the

country-based networks instead of

manufacturers have followed to meet

optimization of new facility locations,

networks that are better integrated

delivery requirements and to help the

size and utilization levels). Similarly,

and therefore better performing. Con-

assemblers meet local-content re-

reallocating products to factories can

versely, setting up a global distribu-

quirements. Working with vehicle

lead to leaner plants, lower system

tion network can significantly reduce

manufacturers, they have designed

complexity and improved customer

the total cost to serve and improve

the factories around standard manu-

service. One consumer products

service. For example, Caterpillar Inc.,

facturing processes to simplify build-

company, for instance, is enjoying

the heavy equipment manufacturer,

ing the plant, ramping up to full pro-

more than $100 million in annual sav-

believes that its global distribution

duction

ings following the transformation of

network is a source of competitive ad-

just-in-time and in-sequence service

its operational functions from locally

vantage. Deliveries of replacement

requirements.

managed fiefdoms to a globally man-

parts are guaranteed anywhere in the

aged supply network. (The company,

world within 48 hours. A fully inte-

TRANSFERRING KNOWLEDGE

which we will call Company X, asked

grated global computer network al-

Superior knowledge transfer and
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continued from page 44

cultural change across the enterprise

gins to redefine the linkages among its

be used to manage the global net-

are also significant benefits of global

strategy, processes and systems;

work. (See Exhibit II.)

production networks. As internal or-

functional and regional organizations,

Finally, sufficient detail must be

ganizations work more closely with

and the global extended enterprise

provided to make the statements tan-

each other — in fact, work for each

of suppliers, channel partners and

gible. This requires enough explana-

other — productive interactions

customers.

tion to describe how life will be dif-

among staff become more common.

A vision must also articulate the

ferent at an operating level, based on

Once the organizational and motiva-

key principles and processes that will

a thorough understanding of industry

tional infrastructure is developed to

...............................

make networks truly global, knowledge exchange becomes more meaningful, practical and spontaneous. In

EXHIBIT II
ELEMENTS OF A SUPPLY-CHAIN VISION

short, global networks drive global
communication, global planning and
global action.
The knowledge transfer can take
many forms: building a parametric
model for setting staffing levels in different types of factories; identifying
best practices throughout the network; setting head-count and material utilization targets for all factories,
and using the most appropriate mechanisms to transfer the best practices.
CREATING THE RIGHT VISION
The critical first step in building a
global production network is developing an integrated and comprehensive management vision. More
than a corporate mission statement, this global vision is an operations strategy built from a series
of real, competing alternatives
and based on quantifiable economic analyses. In essence, management must identify the real
value of a global network, in the
process rethinking the whole
basis for competition from
product design through customer delivery. By building
this vision, the company be-

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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dynamics — market forces, industry

significant impact on the cost struc-

ployees still feel strong loyalties to a

cost structures, competition and

ture, product design, number and lo-

regional or national model, then they

economics — and the trade-offs that

cation of factories and warehouses,

will resist the changes. This problem

need to be made (for example, service

and supplier selection. Only when

can be avoided by redefining man-

levels versus cost-to-serve, product

these issues are resolved will the ad-

agement roles to better support glob-

range versus cost of complexity). At a

vantages of a global production net-

alization.

minimum the vision must include:

work be realized.

Company X (see “Case Study”),

1. Decisions about network structure,

an international consumer goods

asset utilization and vertical inte-

CHANGING PERFORMANCE

manufacturer, supported the global-

gration.

MEASURES

ization process by forming a global

2. A definition of the value-added

When building a global network, it is

supply-chain group based at head-

roles throughout the value chain.

impossible to drive change if perfor-

quarters. This group was responsible

mance measures and,

for designing and managing the glob-

even worse, financial

al network and the processes needed

incentives

3. A

clear

customer,

product and market focus for each production and distribution
site.
4. Standards of performance for cost, quality
and service, including
expected economics.
5. The identification of
strategic

processes

and technologies.
6. A description of those
capabilities necessary
to systematically outperform competitors,

When building
a global network,
it is impossible
to drive change if
performance
measures and,
even worse,
financial incentives
are not aligned.

not

to support it. Once these had been ac-

aligned. In regional or

cepted by the organization, the group

local supply chains,

replaced local order-fulfillment cen-

manufacturing facilities

ters with three planning hubs — in

are often measured by

Switzerland, the United States and

cost and volume vari-

Hong Kong — to act as the interface

ances so that reallocat-

among the central group, the region-

ing products on a

al markets and the production net-

worldwide basis nega-

work. These hubs drive an integrated

tively affects these vari-

tactical planning process, support

ances and hence caus-

central strategic planning and place

es resistance from local

all production orders at the plant.

managers.

are

Similarly,

globalizing distribution

TRANSPARENT

including required knowledge,

networks may lead to regional per-

DECISION-MAKING

business processes, tools and tech-

sonnel feeling that they are losing con-

Building a global production network

nology.

trol of their inventories and hence ser-

is a change of such magnitude that it

Development of the appropriate

vice performance. These problems

will naturally encounter a large

vision must be championed by senior

must be resolved during the develop-

amount of skepticism. Furthermore, it

management. The vision that results

ment of the vision, often with the

is a task of such complexity that ma-

must be cross-functional — including

redefinition of performance measures

jor errors can be made if the details

purchasing, manufacturing and dis-

in terms of service provided to other

are not fully understood. To over-

tribution. A vision that is purely func-

functions (for example, schedule ad-

come any problems, recommenda-

tional prevents or slows the develop-

herence for manufacturing) and the

tions or decisions should be based on

ment of truly global networks.

sharing of measures across functions

clear analyses that have been openly

(for example, inventory perfor-

discussed by senior management.

By definition, developing a vision
requires leadership from the chief ex-

mance).

Conducting the analysis openly

ecutive officer because the decisions

Similarly, organizational struc-

forces the members of the organiza-

made by top management will have

tures can hinder the change. If em-

tion to work together on a global
continued on page 50
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C

Case Study:Turning an International Company
into a Global Production Network

hanging a $4 billion interna-

organization to manage plants

what drives manufacturing cost;

tional consumer products

and supply worldwide.

what kinds of facilities should be

company into a smoothly func-

2. Completing an operations re-

built and where, and how prod-

tioning global production net-

view that resulted in a global

ucts should be allocated to these

work is a bit like turning around

production network, supported

facilities. The economics showed

a supertanker on a dime. You

by facility expansions and

that:

have to ask yourself, Should it be

rationalizations.

1. There should be only one fully

done? or even, Can it be done?

3. Reallocating production to

integrated factory in each

The full answer for Company X,

low-cost facilities across region-

trade region because import

which asked not to be identified,

al boundaries.

duties outweighed manufac-

took three years to implement,

4. Changing transfer pricing and

although significant benefits

incentives to make the new

were realized in the first year.

structure work.

Between 1990 and 1997,

5. Implementing new supply-

turing-scale costs that dominated distribution costs.
2. Where possible, the factory
should be located in a low

Company X enjoyed a 70 percent

chain management processes

labor-cost country within the

volume increase. It doubled its

and tools, including three re-

region, because wage differ-

markets served to more than 70,

gional order-fulfillment hubs.

ences alone create up to 60

and factories owned worldwide

6. Buying commodities globally.

to more than 20. However, these

The development and imple-

percent variation in valueadded cost per unit.

operations were managed by

mentation of this strategy was a

country — and local practices

major undertaking, but savings

tical integration and technolo-

held sway. Most network deci-

greatly outweighed costs. Be-

gy selection is determined by

sions resulted from elaborate

tween 1995 and 1998, the orga-

volume requirements and labor

cross-region volume and transfer-

nization reduced its non-material

costs. For example, in a low-

price negotiations.

conversion costs by 14 percent

volume trade region, only an

Under increasing margin

and material costs by 10 percent.

assembly facility is needed,

pressure, members of manage-

Despite the complexity of global

while at high volumes a fully

ment began to question how

management, export inventories

integrated facility is required.

they could gain greater efficiency

were reduced by more than $100

from their supply chains. The

million in a growing business.

company changed its manufac-

3. The appropriate degree of ver-

To develop the overall manufacturing strategy, these economic factors had to be tempered by

turing strategy by:

DEVELOPING THE VISION

several so-called soft constraints:

1. Creating a global supply-chain

The first step was to understand

market perceptions of the quality

6
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and cachet of different locations,
government restrictions and oth-

ty while closing another.
5. Downsizing two plants in

er political, economic, infrastruc-

North America — focusing

ture and supply situations. De-

one facility exclusively on the

spite these soft constraints, the

Canadian market.

company realized significant savings by rapidly and safely reallocating production exceeding 12
percent of total volume.

6. Reallocating products worldwide to low-cost plants.
It was evident, however, that

tactical as well as strategic decisions were made on a global
basis.
An important building block
was a clear articulation of organizational roles and responsibilities.
A global-operations planning
process shifted problem resolu-

ongoing management and im-

tion to a senior management

provement of the global network

team instead of single functional

egy, the company rebalanced its

would occur only with funda-

managers, with key decisions re-

manufacturing footprint by :

mental changes in the organiza-

solved at a monthly meeting. In

1. Defining factory missions (for

tion, its incentives and supply-

addition, a global clearinghouse

example, export, local, high

chain management processes.

was established to manage stan-

volume, high complexity).

The company decided to address

dardization and product rational-

these issues with the creation of

ization. Processes and tools were

a global supply-chain manage-

installed to clear product demand

ment function to which most

and manufacturing capacity

ern Europe, one as a low-labor-

plants would report. This group

worldwide, and the organization

cost export facility.

worked to develop an overall

shifted to a more fact-based, ana-

vision, including ongoing process-

lytical culture to support im-

es and measures to insure that

proved decision-making.

Based on this operations strat-

2. Closing three plants in Western
Europe.
3. Expanding two facilities in East-

4. Expanding one plant in Asia to
become a regional export facili-

&
SB

continued from page 48

made decisions. As part of this reor-

consensus decisions after each
meeting.

basis and provides the necessary le-

ganization, the company:

gitimacy and transparency to over-

1. Instituted a monthly planning meet-

come local agendas (it is hard to ar-

ing for senior management as the

BECOMING GLOBAL

gue with facts in open forum). Also,

forum for making key decisions

To gain the full benefits of the global

analysis demonstrates how much val-

with a small central team responsi-

network, a company must transform

ue can be realized, thus setting a tar-

ble for producing the supporting

the way it serves its customers and

analysis.

change many of its business systems,

get for the organization and insuring
that the “devil in the detail” is ad-

2. Allowed the country-based organi-

including product design and devel-

dressed up front rather than too late.

zations to influence, but no longer

opment; procurement; product and

For example, Company X (see

determine, major supply-chain de-

manufacturing strategy, and supply-

“Case Study,” page 49), which was

cisions (for example, inventory

chain planning and execution.

converting a set of country-based or-

targets and production require-

ganizations into a global network,

ments).

1. Transforming product design

supported the change by transform-

3. Held specific top managers re-

ing the way in which the organization

sponsible for the execution of these

7
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begins with consistent product

the disruption to the overall produc-

systems were originally designed for

specifications and design principles,

tion system. Examples of such tech-

“customer driven — newly defined”

although this does not require identi-

niques include painting finished as-

parts. By recognizing this and imple-

cal product specifications worldwide.

semblies or applying end-customer

menting separate processes for the

Few products can be sold as-is

labeling at final distribution centers.

three types of parts, Boeing is remov-

throughout the world without com-

This type of common-product design

ing significant cost from its opera-

promising their acceptance in local

tions.

markets. Even widely accepted
2. Transforming product

consumer brands often require

allocation

tailored packaging or modification. However, many prod-

The benefits of scale and scope

ucts, even though they may ap-

can be realized only if the company has a process to allocate

pear different in different

volume and resources to

markets, can still share many
common internal compo-

plants, warehouses and sup-

nents. At the very least, prod-

pliers on a worldwide basis.

ucts can share common de-

Without such a mechanism, the

sign philosophies, standards

network remains primarily re-

and production procedures. Tru-

gional in nature. To do this ef-

ly global organizations realize

fectively, a truly global company

that the commonalties among

must use processes and tools to

products are, or could be, much

balance product demand and capacity worldwide based on quantita-

greater than others might believe.
Recognizing product commonal-

policy for new products can be com-

tive analyses of economics and mar-

ties often requires an innovative ap-

bined with an aggressive evaluation

ket requirements. For example,

proach to segmenting product char-

and simplification of existing offerings

companies must understand how

acteristics, processes, subsystems or

to radically transform a company’s

manufacturing conversion costs are

resources. Once recognized, howev-

global product offering, lower costs,

affected by differences in wages,

er, these commonalties can be lever-

enhance innovation and prepare for

scale, utilization and technology. The

aged to simplify business and manu-

global networks all at the same time.

company must understand the im-

facturing processes and to enable

An example is the Boeing Com-

pact of international transportation

controlled customization. Companies

pany. While aircraft are one of the

penalties, duties, tariffs and market re-

adept at these skills understand the

most heavily customized products,

strictions and preferences, such as

requirements of their customers, ex-

Boeing has segmented all parts and

customs rules concerning country-of-

plicitly plan where customization

processes into three groups: 1) basic

origin determinations.

should occur (and where it should

and stable, 2) customer driven —

For instance, the Ford Motor

not) and employ reusable modules to

previously defined, and 3) customer

Company considers the global impli-

speed up the design process and sim-

driven — newly defined. The third

cations of sourcing outside-pur-

plify manufacturing and distribution.

group drives all of the manufacturing

chased components. It weighs the

Often these companies will use

complexity associated with cus-

benefits of global supplier factories

“last-stage customization” to intro-

tomized products and actually ac-

against the duty penalties associated

duce variation as late as possible into

counts for only a very small percent-

with importing products into the mar-

the manufacturing process to limit

age of parts. However, all planning

kets in which it assembles vehicles.
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This analysis is combined with an un-

By implementing such tiered

derstanding of local-content require-

planning and execution, the organi-

ments to decide whether to encour-

zation is able to fully deploy the

age local production or source from

supply-chain strategy without hav-

abroad.

ing to build a costly but usually ineffective control hierarchy.

3. Transforming supply-chain

For example, the Gillette Com-

planning

pany, maker of grooming products,

It is impossible to completely

developed a network strategy based

manage and control a global net-

on production facilities using com-

work from the center because the

mon processes to manufacture

data can never be collected and an-

products whose technical speci-

alyzed rapidly enough to respond to

fications have been standardized

a specific situation. But it is also es-

throughout the world. This

sential that everyone plans and

high degree of commonality al-

executes in accordance with

lows tactical planning to take

the global strategy. This paradox is partly resolved, as discussed

place on a daily basis with
and local levels.

sourcing decisions based on ex-

earlier, by insuring that the organiza-

The next level of planning is tac-

change-rate effects and available fac-

tional structure and incentives sup-

tical: deciding on a periodic basis how

tory capacity. Then, at the operational

port the new strategy. However, this

assets should be deployed to meet

and executional level, the factories

also requires transforming the supply-

the objectives of the network (for ex-

manufacture to request.

chain planning process. The key to

ample, sales and operations plan-

this global transformation is to group

ning). Tactical planning can occur at

LEVERAGING INFORMATION

processes by their relative strategic

different levels of the organization, de-

TECHNOLOGY

importance, assign them to the ap-

pending on the circumstances. In

Information technology is a critical

propriate layers of the organization

some companies the number of fac-

enabler of global networks. However,

and then use guidelines and rules to

tories and warehouses involved is

if its role is misunderstood, it can

link them together.

sufficiently small that the work can be

also be one of the key reasons that

The strategic processes focus on

carried out at the center. As the num-

companies fail to realize optimum

setting the overall objectives and poli-

ber of facilities increases, the process-

benefits. Many companies attempt to

cies for the supply chain, building the

es may need to reside at the regional

use information technology to control

strategy and then driving this down to

or even the local level.

the whole global network from the

a set of tangible choices, as described

Once again the output is passed

center. They often try to build a mono-

earlier. These objectives and policies

in the form of guidelines to the next

lithic system that will provide real-

then provide a framework — such as

level of detailed planning for the op-

time visibility into the schedules of

the balance to be maintained between

erational and executional processes.

each factory and continually update

inventory and capacity or the number

These are the day-to-day activities

inventories in all their worldwide

of customer-service policies per mar-

that take place at the factories and

stocking locations. This often fails be-

ket segment — for more detailed de-

warehouses, such as scheduling, or-

cause data can never be made avail-

cision-making. This is work that

dering and manufacturing. These

able with the accuracy and timeliness

should be carried out at the global

processes by their very nature must

required for central decision-making

center with input from the regional

be local.

on anything but the most strategic

9
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issues. Usually the system introduc-

efficiency of its global supply chain

benefits of scale and scope should

tion flounders as implementation

started by using a simulation package

give an indication of where to start.

takes far longer than planned, the

to help design its global network.

Provided the vision has been

complexity and costs continually rise

Then it installed a tactical planning

defined, global network capabilities

and everyone claims that they cannot

tool to work through the key supply

can be introduced gradually — start-

deliver the benefits until the system is

and demand balancing decisions, and

ing where they can generate the most

fully in place.

finally it gained the benefits of global

benefits for the least effort. Compa-

information sharing. This approach

nies frequently begin by globally

company decided to use an enter-

achieved large benefits with reduced

sourcing common raw materials or

prise resource planning (ERP) soft-

inventories and shorter lead times re-

components. In parallel, they conduct

ware implementation as the first step

alized in stages.

high-level assessments of global-

For example, a consumer-goods

of a globalization program. Three

capacity allocation and investment

years down the road the company is

A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH

decisions. These actions often yield

still struggling to develop the system

It is vital that a company build a com-

significant up-front savings that can

as it tries to balance minimizing de-

prehensive vision of the global pro-

be used to fund later network actions

velopment costs for information tech-

duction network first. This is crucial

such as design and product speci-

nology with the continual requests for

— not only to communicate the end

fication changes and information

unnecessary, but specific and expen-

objective but also to allow managers

technology investments. Other com-

sive, changes by the local country op-

to make the appropriate trade-offs

panies have started with the distribu-

erations.

during implementation. However, it is

tion network and use the inventory re-

In contrast, best-practice com-

equally important to realize that not

ductions as a means to generate cash

panies avoid this problem by: care-

everything needs to be globalized at

to fund further initiatives. Some com-

fully defining the global processes

once. The actual process for imple-

panies have decided to bite the bullet

that need information technology

menting the global network vision is

and start with a factory rationaliza-

support; using different information

usually evolutionary.

tion program to get the most painful

technology solutions to support

Initially, a company must decide

these processes, and then interfacing

where it is likely to gain the most

In time, all such actions support

rather than integrating the various

benefits from globalization. Not all

better production allocation and man-

solutions. Often, strategic decision-

companies will gain the benefits of

agement practices, organizational

making can be supported by simple

global networks in all markets. For

changes and improved information

spreadsheet models or simulation

instance, companies can realize eco-

processes. Eventually, such compa-

packages; only certain processes,

nomies of scale in purchasing and

nies become fully globalized network

such as inventory planning, actually

manufacturing only when: parts

organizations with extended enter-

need a full worldwide information-

specifications are similar; procure-

prises among key suppliers and chan-

technology network. Understanding

ment and conversion costs are a sig-

nel and industry partners; reusable

this trade-off allows companies to bet-

nificant portion of the total value

modular designs; truly global capaci-

ter target their information-technolo-

added; there are large cost differences

ty planning and supply-chain process-

gy investment and achieve far greater

between producing locations, and

es, and integrated management sys-

returns in greatly reduced time

conversion cost savings are not lost

tems, incentives and structures. At

frames.

in transportation, duty or inventory

that point their products truly are
“Made on Earth.”

For instance, a global agricultur-

penalties. Spending some time ana-

al and construction-equipment man-

lyzing the cost structure and building

ufacturer that wanted to improve the

a few simple models to simulate the
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steps out of the way first.
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